Abstract. This paper presents new existence results for singular discrete initial value problems. In particular our nonlinearity may be singular in its dependent variable and is allowed to change sign.
Introduction
An upper and lower solution theory is presented for the singular discrete initial value problem It is of interest to note here that the existence of solutions to singular initial value problems in the continuous case have been studied in great detail in the literature [1] - [3] . However, for the discrete case the singular initial problem has not been examined.
Existence theory
In this section we use the ideas in [1] , [2] to obtain new results for the singular discrete initial value problem
where our nonlinearity / may change sign. Our main result can be stated immediately.
THEOREM 2.1. Let no €E {1,2,...} be fixed and suppose the following conditions are satisfied: Proof. Fix n G {no,no + 1, }. We begin with the discrete initial value problem
y>m-Then (2.6) is equivalent to 2/(») = From Brouwer's fixed point theorem we know that (2.6) has a solution y no € C(N + , R). We first show i.e.,
Since (2.8) holds, so we have
Next we consider here { /(*>«(*))> y<a(*) /(*.y)> < y < yno(0
/(*.yno(*))> y>yn0(i)-
Now Brouwer's fixed point theorem guarantees that (2.9) has a solution 2/no+i G C(iV + ,R). Essentially the same reasoning as above yields <*(*) < yno+i(*) < yn0(*)> i e iV + . Now proceed inductively to construct y no +2, yn0+3> • • • as follows. Suppose we have yk for some k 6 {no + l,no + 2,...} with a(i) < yk{i) < Vk-i{i) for i € N + . Then consider the discrete initial value problem
here f/(i, <*(*))» y<a(i) fk+1(*. y) = /(*, y). < y < y*(0 k /(*>y*(*))« y > y*(*)-Now Brouwer's fixed point theorem guarantees that (2.10) has a solution yfc+i 6 C(N + , R), and essentially the same reasoning as above yields
Thus for each n G {no, no + 1, } we have
This immediately guarantees the existence of a subsequence Z no of integers and a function y with y n converging to y on N + as n -• oo through Z no . Now y n , n € Z no , satisfies y n (i) > c*(z) >0 for i G N, and Next we discuss how to construct the lower solution a in (2.4) and in (2. 
q(i)f(i,a(i))
> /c0 > Aa(i -1), t € iV.
We combine this with Corollary 2.2 to obtain our next result. 
1) has a solution y 6 C(IV + ,R) with y(i) > 0 for i G N.
Looking at Theorem 2.3 we see that all the conditions (except maybe (2.14)) are easy to verify in applications. However it is easy to place conditions (which are easy to check in practice) on our nonlinearity to guarantee (2.14). We present one such general result in Theorem 2.4. 
Also suppose there exists a constant M > 0 with M > supieN+ a(i) and with
(2.16) (2-17 ) E 9(0 < r, , MM)! S M du i=1 [1 + $S}] i'M
holding. Then (2.1) has a solution y € C(N + , R) with y(i) > a(i) for i e N + .
Proof. Choose e > 0, e < M with
Without loss of generality assume ^ < e. We consider the discrete initial value problem (2.19) 
9(ot(r)) > q(T)f(r, a(r)) > Aa(r -1). Thus P(T) -A(R) > P(T -1) -
Next we show
Since A@(i -1) > 0 on N, (3(i) is increasing on N + . Now for i G N we have from (2.19) that
then we have
9(M) J
, ieN, and then sum the above from 1 to T to obtain
This together with (2.18) 
